In over 40 countries worldwide, leading companies use TalentClick’s
risk-based personality assessments to hire and train better employees
and create happier, safer, and more productive workplaces.

Safety
Quotient™
Safety Quotient™ (SQ™) identiﬁes
the personality traits (impulsiveness,
distractibility, rule-resistance,
irritability, etc.) that lead to human
error and preventable workplace
incidents.

SAVE TIME, MONEY AND LIVES

Data-Driven Hiring & Training Solutions

TalentClick delivers new and innovative employee risk assessment technology that
measures 6 unique personality traits directly connected to unsafe behaviors. With
Safety Quotient™ and Driver Safety Quotient™ your customers can identify high risk
workers faster and more eﬀectively, while reducing incidents by an average of 20%.
Easy to use and all online, our aﬀordable solutions let your customers test workers
in any location, at any time, and are available in multiple languages to serve them
multiple languages to serve them around the world. Our reports highlight actionable
insights and management tips for:

•
•
•
•

Pre-Hiring & Interviewing
Onboarding New Employees
Training Existing Employees
Data Tracking & ROI

Proven Results
Companies who have integrated TalentClick’s solutions into their operations have
experienced:

• 39% decrease in lost-time
• 59% reduction in workplace incidents
• 94% decrease in property damage
Help your customers predict who is their highest risk by oﬀering
them a free SQ or DSQ trial today!

The SQ™ provides feedback for
personalized onboarding and
training to ensure your candidates
and employees make safe workplace
decisions.

Driver Safety
Quotient™

DSQ

Driver Safety Quotient™ (DSQ™)
provides insight into your
candidates’ and employees’ default
personality and how it aﬀects their
driving behavior.
The DSQ™ allows managers to
provide personalized coaching tips
relevant to their risk-areas.

Fleet Managers can reduce the
number of traﬃc tickets their drivers
receive! In an independent study,
Rule-Resistant drivers received nearly
5x more traﬃc tickets and were
2.3x more likely to cause accidents
on the road. Use DSQ to show them
who the Rule-Resistant drivers are!

"We have been extremely pleased with the Safety Quotient assessment. It’s quick and easy to use
but most importantly it works. Our injury rate has dropped 80% over the past two years, and that is
in part due to the SQ™ and the business intelligence and decision support that the reports give us.
I’d recommend it for any progressive leader looking for gains in their safety program.“
CHRIS HAYMAN, PRESIDENT AMERICAS, EMECO GROUP
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